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ABSTRACT
In this article we provide an in-depth description of a new model of informed consent called ‘meta consent’ and consider its practical implementation. We explore justifications for preferring meta consent over alternative models of consent as a solution to the problem of secondary use of health data for research. We finally argue that meta consent strikes an appropriate balance between enabling valuable research and protecting the individual.

INTRODUCTION
The problem
The rapid increase in IT capabilities over the last 30 years have made it possible to store and analyse very large datasets, and accompanying developments in lab automation and analytic techniques have made it possible to easily extract ‘omics’ information from tissue samples. These two developments have together led to a situation in the health area where increasing amounts of personal health data is stored in an easily accessible form, and where this stored information has become increasingly valuable for research. A significant proportion of the research value is created by 1) the ability to use data that are primarily collected for administrative purposes (e.g. hospital episode data or prescription data), and 2) the ability to link data from different sources, either with other health data or with data outside the health area. There is a clear political will in many countries to try to maximize the research yield from the data under the banner of ‘Big Data’ or ‘The Learning Health Care System’.

This, however, creates a set of ethical and regulatory problems. What regulatory structure will at the same time:

1. Protect the interests and autonomy of data subjects; and
2. Optimize the possibility to conduct valuable research

These problems are further complicated by the fact that the data sources that might have to be linked in a particular research project may have been originally collected at different times, for different original purposes, based on different legal justifications and under different consent regimes. Going forward we can probably achieve some degree of harmonization of legal justifications and consent regimes, but it is unlikely that all relevant diversity between data sources can be removed. A solution will therefore have to deal adequately with the historical contingencies, as well as with continuing diversity among data sources.

In the following paragraphs we will briefly outline and criticise some of the suggested ‘solutions’ to the problem, before describing and defending a new solution ‘meta consent’. Some of the critical points raised about other solutions also need to be discussed in relation to meta consent and will therefore be discussed more extensively in later sections.


2 This problem is further exacerbated when old data sources are digitized.
Informed consent

Many of the solutions involve a consent requirement, and it is therefore necessary briefly to note that there are several distinct but overlapping justifications for such a requirement. The necessity to obtain consent from an individual before acting in ways that affect that individual can be justified by ethical considerations relating to:

1. Protection from harm
2. Respect for autonomy
3. Protection of privacy
4. Property rights in data or tissue
5. Protection of bodily integrity
6. Maintenance of trust

The exact shape and strength of a consent requirement will vary according to the exact way in which the requirement is justified. In this article we will assume that the justification for a consent requirement in the sphere of biomedical research is not based exclusively on considerations of protection from harm. Many of the standard consent requirements in research ethics regulation of clinical research are only intelligible if they are supposed to protect interests beyond the interest in not being harmed.

Current solutions

Current suggested solutions to the problems of protecting the interests and autonomy of data subjects at the same time as optimizing the possibility to conduct valuable research include:

• The ‘no problem’ solution
• Opt-out/Right to be forgotten
• Blanket/broad consent

The ‘no problem’ solution

One suggested solution is to deny that there is a problem to be solved. This often relies on a combination of two distinct types of claim: 1) that there are no significant individual interests at stake that need to be protected, because the research process in relation to secondary use of health data adequately protects privacy and cannot cause harm; and 2) even if there were significant individual interests at stake these would in all cases of bona fide research be outweighed by the public interests in the research taking place. A subsidiary more technical claim is that all models involving opt-out or consent may lead to ‘consent bias’, i.e. the phenomenon that those who agree to data use differ from those who do not agree. The existence and size of this problem in relation to secondary research use of data is disputed.10

Taken as conceptual claims both 1) and 2) are obviously false. There is nothing inherent in or to research using health data that entails that it necessarily cannot cause harm and is always in the public interest. Taken as empirical premises both are also doubtful.

Opt-out/Right to be forgotten

It has also been suggested that the interests etc. of data subjects can be adequately protected if they are given an opportunity to opt-out of research using their data, or if they can exercise their ‘Right to be forgotten’.11

The right-to-be-forgotten suggestion is a pseudo solution. There are many types of health data, including both administrative and clinical data, where people would not be allowed to exercise a right to be forgotten and have the data deleted. And, if we per impossibile did allow people to exercise this right, it would cumulatively be very damaging to research since the deleted data could never be recovered. Persons could thus never change their minds if they had exercised the right, and if many chose to be forgotten, for instance after a public research scandal, it could lead to huge holes in the available data.

General opt-out of research use of data is a way of protecting the interests and autonomy of data subjects,
but only if the option is well publicized and easily available. It is, however, rather a crude instrument in that it is all or nothing and therefore allows the data subject little or no differentiation between different kinds of research, different researchers etc.

It is possible for opt-out to be specific for every new research use of data, but this would raise exactly the same issues as discussed below for specific informed consent.

Blanket/Broad consent

We could ask people to give an open-ended and unspecified ‘Blanket’ or broadly specified ‘Broad’ consent to the use of their health data for research either when their data are collected, or at some specific point in time. The proposed revision of the US ‘Common Rule’, for instance, requires broad consent for all future use of tissue. There is a significant literature on whether blanket or broad consent equates to informed consent, but here, for the sake of argument, we will accept that blanket or broad consent can constitute ethically valid consent, when properly asked for and given.

There are, however good reasons to believe that many tokens of blanket or broad consent to research will not be valid, if the consent is sought in conjunction with data collection. Most collection of health data occurs at the point of care where the focus of attention of both healthcare users and providers is likely to be on the clinical problem or issue that is the occasion for the encounter with the health care system. Some users may be vulnerable, and there may be time pressures involved relating to standard lengths of consultations. It is therefore very unlikely that the user will 1) receive even the limited information necessary to give a valid blanket or broad consent, and 2) will have the time or inclination to think properly about the choice.

If blanket or broad consent is sought for all data at one particular point in time, it is again a rather crude instrument not allowing data subjects any differentiation in their choices.

Specific informed consent

The ‘gold plated’ solution would initially seem to be to ask data subjects for specific, full informed consent for every new research use of their data.

Traditionally this solution has been rejected on the basis of pragmatic considerations, e.g. that the effort needed to locate and communicate with data subjects would be disproportionate, but just as IT developments have made research easier it has also made search and communication easier and cheaper. These pragmatic considerations have thus lost much of their force. Building on the significant IT developments a recent model of informed consent – dynamic consent – suggests that information about specific use of health data and tissue and requests for consent for this use should be put to the individual through a webbased platform.

As part of this solution, an individual should be given the opportunity to tailor the level of information preceding consent requests.

There are, however, other reasons why the gold-plated solution may not be optimal from an ethical point of view. The first reason is that, just like a model relying only on broad consent, a specific consent model is crude and insensitive to the preferences of data subjects in that it does not allow those who are willing to give broad consents for certain kinds of research to do so. Second, there are reasons to doubt the validity of the consents and refusals given. A resident of Denmark would, if specified consent was required before secondary research use of data, potentially receive hundreds of consent requests.

persons in question do not read the information and do not reflect on the choice, but simply choose habitually to consent or refuse in line with their previous choices. If we chose to rely on consents to repetitive requests we would be relying, not on real consent, but on a convenient fiction.

Ownership of data/tissue

Finally, it could be claimed that the solutions discussed above misstate the problem since they are not built on a premise of personal ownership. If people own their data and/or tissue researchers, research institutions or research data brokers would have to engage with them to arrange a (potentially commercial) transfer of ownership or rights to use. It would also mean that we would at least have to consider moving from a consent model to a contract model, i.e. shift the transaction into a quite different legal framework. A full exploration of the issues raised by this model is beyond the scope of the current paper, but it would share some of the issues raised by specific consent requirements, and create new issues of cost and burdens for the research endeavour.16(29,30)

In the following main parts of the article we will first define and describe meta consent as a new model for protecting the interests and autonomy of data subjects in the context of secondary research using health data, and then proceed to discuss how this model differs from already proposed models and why it is preferable in the specific context of secondary research use of health data.

META CONSENT – THE MODEL

The basic idea

As outlined above, traditional accounts of informed consent make a person the locus of a request to consent to participation in research. By contrast ‘meta consent’ denotes the idea that people should be asked how and when they would like to be presented with a request for consent.17 That is, people should be asked to design how they in the future would like to provide consent to the use of their personal health data and biological material. By expressing a preference for how and when to provide consent, people can be said to provide consent on a meta level. This is the defining idea in the model of meta consent.

Is the possibility of expressing a preference for how and when to provide consent relevant and valuable to the individual in practice? That is, is it likely that people will 1) have preferences for how and when to provide consent and 2) have intelligible reasons for these preferences making the option of making choices based on such preferences valuable to them? We believe it is. A preference for how and when to be asked for consent may reflect responsiveness to individual reasons related to underlying individual differences in:

- Values
- Vulnerabilities
- Trust

People hold different values with implications for the legitimacy of purposes of research or for the conditions under which research is undertaken. Although research with potential health benefits is typically recognized as valuable, people differ widely in their views on the value of commercially driven research, dual use research (research with military and non-military use), research that involves what people believe to be sensitive and personal data, research that may stigmatize groups in society, etc.18 If a person holds values with implications for the legitimacy of the purposes of research and for the conditions under which research is undertaken, it not only ceteris paribus gives this person reasons to provide or refuse consent in a number of cases when asked, but it also provides this person with a reason for preferring to be asked for consent when relevant. On the other hand, if a person believes that all (health) research is always of benefit to society, this not only gives this person a reason to consent when asked, but it also more generally provides this person with a reason for preferring an option to consent to as much as research as possible in one go.

Differences in peoples’ interests in how often to provide consent may also reflect emotional reactions to research on personal health data. Some may react with embarrassment in the face of knowing that others have access to their personal and, what they perhaps believe to be, personal data, research that may stigmatize groups in society, etc.18 If a person holds values with implications for the legitimacy of the purposes of research and for the conditions under which research is undertaken, it not only ceteris paribus gives this person reasons to provide or refuse consent in a number of cases when asked, but it also provides this person with a reason for preferring to be asked for consent when relevant. On the other hand, if a person believes that all (health) research is always of benefit to society, this not only gives this person a reason to consent when asked, but it also more generally provides this person with a reason for preferring an option to consent to as much as research as possible in one go.
sensitive information, even if the data are anonymized. Some will worry about how these data may be used, by whom and for what purposes both now and in the future. Some will be anxious that data security is poor and data may be lost. Others will be completely indifferent to all such concerns – perhaps because they do not consider health data to be sensitive. The key point here is that individual reactions may provide different individuals with different reasons for trying to control the flow of personal sensitive information. This control may be exercised through actual consent behaviour but it may also be exercised by a demand to be asked for consent more or less often.

Differences in peoples’ interests for how often to provide consent may also reflect differences in trust in researchers. Trust involves having a strong belief or expectation that others will act in a particular way. Our trust in others is inter alia influenced by the extent to which they meet our expectations in certain matters. We may trust health care professionals to offer adequate treatment and researchers to do research for the greater good, and trust both groups to protect the rights of the individual patient. Such expectations are likely to be based on an intricate mixture of our previous first and second hand experiences of the clinical and research settings, social norms about adequate health care and sound research, and our own beliefs and values concerning adequate care and research. When such expectations are disappointed, trust may be reduced. When they are met, trust is maintained or may be increased. The point here is, again that individual levels of trust based may provide reasons for different consent behaviour but also reasons for wanting to be asked for consent more or less often.

The defining idea in the model of meta consent is the idea that a person should be given the opportunity to make choices based on their preferences for how and when to provide consent. We have argued that from an individual’s perspective this represents a relevant and valuable option of choice, and that there are good grounds for believing that individuals will have an interest in designing future consent requests.

The six elements of a model of meta consent

The model of meta consent may be described both formally and substantively. In a formal description meta consent is any model of consent that allows an individual to express a preference for how and when to provide consent, i.e. to design future consent requests, and it has the following six elements:

1) A limited number of categories for designing consent requests
2) A key for the prioritization of consent requests
3) A definition of the time for providing meta consent
4) A default setting if meta consent is not provided
5) A scheme for redesigning meta consent
6) A method and infrastructure for requesting and recording meta consent

For each of these formal constituents, an actual implementation of a model of meta consent will involve choosing one option among competing alternatives. Both the formal elements and the choices involved in any substantive account of meta consent may obviously be subject to discussion. In the following we shall briefly elaborate on each of these elements and in particular the implementation of meta consent we favour.

The categories for designing consent requests

The first essential component in the model of meta consent is the idea that a person should be provided with a predefined set of types of consent, a set of types of data, and a set of types of research contexts with which to design future consent requests. That is, a person should be able to choose how and when to provide consent based on predefined categories of consent, data and contexts of research. We suggest values for each of the three variables in Figure 1.

The values to be implemented in a specific implementation of meta consent should, to some extent, be defined according to the preferences of the population in which the implementation is to be used, and according to the specific legal situation. The values suggested here are thus not fixed but we take them to be reasonable suggestions.

Specific consent is – as indicated – consent requests not for each and every use of data but for each new specific project using data. Broad consent is consent for broader categories of research such as, for instance, cancer-related research. A person choosing the broad consent option would be asked for broad consent the first time his or her data was being used in a project within a given category. These categories could be predefined or they could be derived from the purposes of research projects submitted to the system. Blanket consent and blanket refusal are one-off decisions concerning participation or non-
participation in research. Concerning types of data, it is worth mentioning that we are here making no distinction between tissue and already sequenced genomic data. Neither do we distinguish between anonymized, pseudonymized and person-identifiable data in health databases. We believe that none of these distinctions make a fundamental philosophical difference in relation to whether or not these categories of data should be subject to consent procedures. It is clear that, for instance proper anonymization removes some risks relating to privacy and harm, but it is not clear that it removes all risks, or that it is relevant to other reasons people may have for controlling their health data. A decision concerning whether or not to include this distinction in an implementation of meta consent should therefore take into account the views in the population regarding the importance of this distinction.

We do, however, distinguish between health and non-health related data simply because we believe that people may have different consent preferences across these categories of data. Finally, in terms of contexts, they may in some countries be partly overlapping. Thus, in many European countries, private research will be commercial and public research will be non-commercial. This is not the case in all countries, and again we believe that actual consent preferences will to some extent depend on these features of the research context.

On the basis of the categories found in Table 1 a person may now design future consent requests by pairing a type of consent (X) with either a type of data (Y) or a type of context (Z). This could be done using a simple form or tick-box as in Table 1, or as an interactive website or app.

A completed form of this kind makes up a meta consent. Restated in natural language a completed form in this example corresponds to seven statements of the form:

1) ‘In relation to the future research use of my Y, I wish to be asked for/wish to X’
2) ‘In relation to the future use of my data for Z research, I wish to be asked for/wish to X’

Figure 1 Possible values of meta consent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta consent form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types of data (Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPR (Electronic Patient Record)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue/Genomic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage to non-health databases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Meta consent form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of consent (X)</th>
<th>Types of data (Y)</th>
<th>Specific</th>
<th>Broad</th>
<th>Blanket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPR (Electronic Patient Record)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue/Genomic data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Databases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage to non-health data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of context (Z)</th>
<th>Specific</th>
<th>Broad</th>
<th>Blanket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Non-commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>International</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus if a person ticks off the box in the left hand corner it reads 'In relation to the future research use of my Electronic Patient Record, I wish to be asked for specific consent'. It means that the person requires to be asked for consent for every research project in which data from his or her electronic patient record is used.

After a person has filled in the form the meta consent system can then provide feedback on the implications of the choices in relation to 1) the likely number of consent requests the person will receive in the future, and 2) the likely extent of use of the person’s data for research. After having received this feedback the person can then either confirm, or modify the choices.

The prioritisation of consent requests

All research projects for which meta consent applies always both involve a type of data (Y) and are conducted in a research context (Z) that may be characterized by one or the other of the predicates listed for each of the three types of context. A particular research project may involve tissue and be conducted as a public, non-commercial project in a national setting. Several entries in the meta consent form is therefore of relevance for such research projects. The third component of the model of meta consent is the choice of how to interpret or balance a person’s potentially different consent requirements related to the type of data used in a research project and related to the various contexts of a research project. We suggest that a person’s strongest consent requirement should dominate all other consent requirements with the following order of dominance, where ‘X > Y’ means that ‘X’ dominates ‘Y’: Blanket refusal > Specific consent > Broad consent > Blanket consent. To illustrate, if a person has required specific consent requests for research on his or her tissue, and broad consent requests for public research, then public research on tissue would have to request consent for each research project, and so on. Our choice of how to prioritize a person’s consent requirements is based on the view that it should be left to the individual to the largest extent possible to decide if they want to make their data and tissue available for research projects to which different individual consent requirements apply. In this way we protect individual preferences.

The timing and presentation of meta consent

The model of meta consent requires the individual to design future consent requests. When should this happen? Since many societies endow the individual with full legal capacity around the age of 18 years, this may be the appropriate time for collecting an initial meta consent. People who do not provide a meta-consent can then be reminded of the possibility in various ways, e.g. when they use national health portals, visit their GP or renew their driving licence or passport etc. When and where reminders are most appropriately generated and issued will depend on the local context. It will, however rarely be appropriate to require people to complete a meta-consent as part of a clinical encounter, for reasons discussed in the section on broad consent in the Introduction.

The presentation of the meta consent choice should make it clear that this is an important choice with significant future implications. There have to be ongoing public information campaigns and issues relating to consent for research could be included in the school curriculum. The actual meta consent system could also promote reflective decision-making by providing feedback on the implications of choices and by requiring endorsement of the choices made after a ‘cooling off’ period.

The types of consent, data, and contexts (see Figure 1) have to be clearly described and further information should be easily available, for instance in ‘pop-ups’. It has to be noted that there is a significant difference between the meta consent choices and the ‘standard’ choice of participating in a clinical trial. The amount and specificity of the information needed to make a fully informed choice differs significantly. Persons who have strong preferences for knowing every single detail about a research project before deciding to participate or not can easily be provided with enough information about the meta choices to make it clear that they should choose ‘consent for every research project’ in the meta consent system. Given the importance of the meta consent choice, the information should be designed to maximize understanding and should be tested in the relevant population before the implementation of the system.

A default setting if meta consent is not provided

A meta consent system need to define a default that is implemented if a person does not provide meta consent despite repeated reminders, or does not provide a complete meta consent (i.e. leaving empty boxes in the consent form). This default has to be communicated clearly in invitations to provide meta consent. Meta consent represents an important opportunity for a person to influence the future use of his or her data and tissue in various contexts. It provides the individual with a strong right to control the use of personal health data. However, as a right it may be waived. What should the default be if people choose not to exercise their meta consent rights? As we have already stated there are significant benefits that flow from research using health data and tissue and every one of us therefore has good general reasons to contribute to research. We therefore think that setting a default of broad or blanket consent strikes the right balance between the different interests at stake. Individuals will have been presented with the possibility to make a choice, and the fact that they have not made one provides at least a partial indication that they
do not consider the choice to be important. In this case it seems acceptable to let general interest in scientific research decide the default. However, the exact specification of the default must, like other aspects of a concrete implementation of the model take account of both the preferences of the population and the prevailing legal regulation. It may, for instance, make sense to specify different defaults for particularly sensitive types of data or types of research. The model allows for this. The defaults may thus in the end differ between different implementations of the model.

The redesigning of meta consent

A person may over time come to have strong reasons for changing his or her views concerning when and how to provide consent in the light of personal experiences, scientific developments, or events at a societal level. A meta consent system should therefore allow people to modify the meta consent choices if and when they wish to do so. Such changes would then govern the generation of consent requests in relation to future projects using their data.

The system could also actively prompt people to restate or reconfirm their choices at regular intervals, e.g. every five years in order to ensure that the consent preferences recorded in and used by the system are in accordance with the persons’ current preferences.

The recording of meta consent and the generation of consent requests

The sixth component concerns the practical implementation of the model of meta consent. A meta consent system can be implemented as an integrated IT platform that generates the meta consent requests and reminders, allows persons to record and change their meta consent, and generates consent requests based on the individuals meta consent choices. This could most easily be implemented in contexts where citizens are uniquely identifiable (e.g. through a unique social security number), where this identifier is in general use, and where they already have an official e-mail address or electronic mail box that is used in communications with public authorities. But even in such contexts, there will be a small group of people who are exempted from the use of electronic communications for a variety of reasons and a meta consent system must include a mechanism by which they can easily register their meta consent preferences.

Researchers would interact with ‘the other side’ of the meta consent platform. At the same time as they are submitting their data requests to the relevant holders of the data they would submit a specification of the position of their project in relation to the values included in the meta consent model and a specific information sheet and consent form to the meta consent platform. The platform would then 1) issue specific consent requests to those data subjects who have made this choice and predefined broad consent forms to data subjects who have this preference and have not previously given broad consent for the relevant type of research, 2) collect consents and refusals, and 3) provide data providers with a list of those data subjects who allow their data to be used, i.e. those who have provided either blanket, broad or specific consent covering the specific research project, and those who have not stated a preference but who are covered by a default.

In addition to the functions that are necessary for meta consent the system could also easily be designed to produce individualized feedback to users on when, and for what purposes their data had been used, if they wanted to have such feedback. And it could produce general information about the overall use of health data for research. The system would already contain the information necessary to produce both individual and general feedback, and it would be easy to extract. Adding a feedback functionality would incorporate an important aspect of the dynamic consent model into the meta consent system.21(25–27)

The six elements of meta consent – Formal conditions and substantial choices

We started this section by listing the six formal conditions of the model of meta consent. Subsequently we have suggested how each of the conditions should be should be met in a specific, substantive implementation of meta consent. We have in this process only briefly sketched our reasons for making the particular choices. All of these choices may be subjected to further analysis and criticism, and they may eventually be revised without compromising the formal conditions of the model of meta consent. That is, there are many alternative possible implementations of meta consent that satisfy the formal conditions, and which one to choose depends on the context of implementation. In the remainder of this article, however, we shall be arguing that any model of meta consent satisfying the formal conditions ceteris paribus will improve the conditions for individual decision-making.

META CONSENT – IMPROVING CONDITIONS OF DECISION-MAKING

As already argued, meta consent provides an individual with an opportunity to express a preference that is likely to be relevant to and valuable for the individual. This is both part of the rationale behind the model of meta consent and also, clearly, a strength in comparison with...
alternative models of consent. We believe, however, that in the particular context of secondary use of health data, the model of meta consent is also preferable to competing alternative models of consent because of improving the conditions of individual decision-making concerning participation in research. More specifically, the possibility of providing meta consent enables preferences that are 1) more informed and deliberated, and 2) more consistent to a greater degree than alternative models of consent. In the following we aim to show 1) and 2) in turn.

Maximally informed and deliberated preferences

It seems that regardless of the justification of a requirement of informed consent it is desirable that any implementation of such a requirement promotes informed and deliberated preferences regarding participation in research. In slightly different words, a model of informed consent should aim to provide the individual with conditions of decision-making that furthers informed and deliberated preferences concerning participation in research. Although different models of informed consent may lead to informed and deliberated preferences concerning participation in research passing a threshold of acceptability, it seems that we should, all other things being equal, prefer a model of informed consent that lead to more informed and deliberated preferences than alternative models of consent. That is, we should prefer a model that under the given circumstances maximizes the level of information and deliberation on which decision to consent or refuse consent is based, without sacrificing other important considerations.

Recent research suggest that there is an intricate balance between the number of consent requests, the information provided, and the level of information and deliberation a decision to consent or refuse consent is actually based on. Thus the provision or refusal of consent may become routinized. Routinization occurs when the provision or refusal of consent becomes an act of routine, i.e. a habitual, unreflective act. In a recent study on consent behaviour in relation to the use of webportal containing personal health data, we have provided evidence of routinization. The users of the portal are required to consent to the terms and conditions of use and the data protection policy of the site before use on the basis of being informed about these. Taking a low degree of reading of relevant information material to be indicative of routinization, the study finds that 79% of respondents read half or less of the relevant information materials before using the portal, indicating a significant degree of routinization among the users. Among the main reasons for not reading are the high general frequency of having to read such material, the length of the material and the time it takes to read the material. Some also provide as reason for not reading that the text is incomprehensible and that the consent process is just 'a hurdle to be overcome'. None of these reasons indicate that the users have reflected on the conditions of use and the data protection policy without having read the relevant information material, and therefore they are fully consistent with the routinization indicated by their failure to read. Although there are differences between the context of a health related website and the research context, this study certainly provides evidence to the effect that consent may become routinized. The possibility of routinization shows that an individual's preferences concerning whether or not to participate in research cannot simply be thought of as being based on information and reflection, or lack of it. The provision or refusal of consent will to very different degrees be based on information and deliberations on this information. Note that routinized choices may still reflect an individual's preferences but, except in cases where people have blanket preferences, the fit between choice and preference is merely coincidental. That is, the person making the routinized choice does not know whether it fits his or her preferences.

The evidence of routinization has implications for the ideal of maximizing the level of information and deliberation underlying an individual's decision to consent or refuse consent. Thus it suggests that there is an inverse proportionality such that the more information that is provided, including the more often information is provided and consent requested, the more often consent decisions are made without the consenter being truly informed and lacking the basis of reflection. In the debate on existing models of consent, proponents of specific consent have argued that broad consent cannot be informed consent since only at the time of requesting consent can it provide information in broad, abstract categories about future research project for which an individual's data and biological material may be used. For a person to be truly informed in the sense of being able to completely determine if all aspects of future research are something to which they can consent requires a great deal of information about the specific details of a research project. Even if we accept this view of what informed consent should enable the individual to


evaluate, the evidence of routinization suggests that this will in practice not lead to maximally informed and reflected decisions, but rather to uninformed and unreflected decisions. On the contrary, if the individual is approached often with consent requests and information about the specific details about a research project – and it is difficult to see how a model of specific consent should not lead to many consent requests – it is likely to cause the routinization of consent. The risk of routinization can be modified by limiting the amount of information provided each time, but routinization is not sector specific and consent may become routinized because of practices in a different sector, e.g. in relation to internet shopping, downloading of software and apps etc. If routinization is already present, the length of information provided is likely to have minor effect on whether a routinized decision will be made. A model of broad consent is not, it seems, faced with this problem since it limits the number of requests to the individual by asking for consent for broad categories of research. However, a model of broad consent will not lead to maximally informed and deliberated preferences for consent either. Thus a model of broad consent limits an individual’s access to specific information about a research project even if the individual has a strong preference for making a consent decision on the basis of specific information.

We argue that meta consent enables maximally informed and deliberated preferences to a greater degree than both the models of specific and broad consent. On the one hand, meta consent empowers the individual to limit the consent requests – and the informational material to process – by providing broad consent, blanket consent or refuse consent. These types of consent will, to different degrees, limit the number of future consent requests – the limiting case being no future consent requests – and this will obviously reduce the threat of routinization. On the other hand, it also empowers the individual to require information and consent requests for each individual research project. In this way meta consent balances between the threats of the consent being uninformed and unreflected as a result of being based on too little specific information and the threat of consent being uninformed and unreflected as a result of too much information through too many repeated consent requests, leading to the routinization of consent. Meta consent allows persons to choose this balance for themselves, based on their own preferences and their own knowledge about their personality and cognitive style.

Note also, very importantly, that there is a potential secondary benefit of meta consent for the attempt to protect and further informed and reflected consent decisions. Thus there seems to be a significant difference between the situation in which a consent request – as in the models of specific and broad consent – is forced upon an individual, and the situation in which consent request is actively and voluntarily wished for by the individual through a previously provided meta consent. Reflection on the nature and purposes of research seems more likely to happen if an individual has previously expressed an explicit interest in providing consent to a given type of research.

Maximally consistent preferences

Parallel to our considerations about the desirability of models of informed consent that further informed and deliberated preferences, it seems equally desirable that a model of consent promotes consistency in preferences concerning consent. Consistency in preferences may be defined generally as a matter of entertaining identical preferences in relevantly identical situations. If a person’s choice in a given situation is based on the person’s own preferences, failure to make the same choice in relevantly identical situations will imply a failure by the person to act on his or her own, true preferences. Ultimately it follows that a model of informed consent that enhances a person’s ability to exhibit consistency in preferences concerning participation in research enhances that person’s ability to act on his or her true preferences.

The model of meta consent aids a person in exhibiting consistency in preferences concerning participation in research. It aids a person in exhibiting consistency by presenting a comprehensive number of areas or fields in which consistency may be exhibited. Thus those variables of meta consent that allow for a person to make a fine-grained choice concerning how and when to provide consent, are in effect also variables that may be of relevance for showing consistency in preferences. Thus a person may exhibit consistency in his or her consent-choices concerning:

- Types of consent
- Types of data, and
- Types of research institutions, and
- The possibility of changes.

A person may hold values, vulnerabilities and trust dictating that he or she should always be asked for consent for a specific research project regardless of the type of data or research institution. Through meta consent this person may consistently express this preference for research on different types of data by asking for specific consent requests. A person may hold values, vulnerabilities and trust that dictate that there are relevant differences between kinds of data or kinds of research institutions such that specific consent is only required in particular for particular combinations of these variables. Meta consent allows for the consistent expression of such preferences. And, perhaps most importantly, meta consent allows for consistency across time. Thus meta consent will continuously serve as a reminder to a person.
of how that person has balanced values, vulnerabilities and trust in the past in relation to research.

Alternative models of consent – specific or broad consent – does not allow the individual to have different preferences concerning future consent requests, and therefore obviously cannot provide the individual with an option to be consistent in relation to this specific type of preference.

**META CONSENT – OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES**

There are two main objections to the model of meta consent:

1) It impedes research
2) It does not provide adequate protection of a person’s interests etc.

We shall deal with each of these objections in turn.

**Protection of research**

It has been claimed in relation to our initial statement of the meta consent idea that if meta consent is implemented it will impede valuable research.\(^{25}\)(31) It will a) create new burdens and costs for researchers, and unnecessary layer of bureaucracy,\(^{26}\) and b) produce consent bias.\(^{27}\) Note that this objection can only be made in a context where researchers already have easy access to data and tissue, and where there are no or very limited requirements of consent. Note also that this objection is not specific to meta consent. It applies equally to any other model introducing a substantive requirement of consent for the secondary use of data.

It is an open question whether a regulatory system for the secondary use of health data and tissue could be justified without any requirements of consent or possibilities of opt-out. We believe that a proper balancing of public and individual interests makes some form of consent and/or opt-out necessary. To prove this conclusively is, however, outside the scope of this article. It is worth noting that few countries have implemented ‘consent-free’ regulations in this area.

If the need for some requirement of consent and/or opt-out is accepted, the issue becomes comparative: Is meta consent more or less likely to impede research than alternative models of consent and/or the possibility of opt-out? Let us begin with opt-out. Meta consent will actually enhance the possibility of doing research and reduce the risk of consent bias if some of the people who would opt-out of research completely if offered that option only, ‘opt-in’ to some forms of research under conditions of meta consent. Persons may have strong objections against one particular kind of research that they choose to opt-out of all research if that is the only way in which they can ensure that their data is not used for research they find objectionable. Meta consent allows them to specifically opt-out of such research while at the same time making their data and tissue available for other kinds of research.

The issues around consent are more complicated. All consent models impose some burdens and costs on researchers but these have been considerably reduced by the introduction of information technology and its widespread use in society. It is difficult to estimate the relative burden and costs associated with different models of consent except that a model of specific consent is likely to be the most expensive because it will generate the most consent requests. In terms of the problem of consent bias a model of meta consent seems likely to be a lesser evil than models of specific and broad consent for two reasons: 1) it allows people to provide broad and blanket consent if they wish to, and 2) it operates on a ‘liberal’ default setting of broad or blanket consent in the cases where people have not made any choices.

**Protection of individual interests**

An almost diametrically opposite objection to the model of meta consent is that it does not provide adequate protection of an individual and his or her interests. Meta consent includes the options of broad and blanket consent. Such forms of consent do not adequately protect individuals because a) they are not and cannot be provided with sufficient information to make a truly informed choice, and b) by choosing one of these options individuals may come to participate in research which they would have refused to participate in if asked about the specific project.

With regard to a). First, it is not at all clear that an adequate protection of a person through consent requires information on a very specific level, e.g. the level of information specified for informed consent in the Helsinki Declaration.\(^{28}\) If a person holds few and general preferences of relevance for research, then information about future research projects in general terms may be sufficient for the individual to determine if participation or non-participation is to be preferred. If, for instance, the only relevant interest of a person is a preference for


\(^{27}\) Kho et al., *op. cit.* note 10.

\(^{28}\) E. Sala, J. Burton & G. Knies. Correlates of Obtaining Informed Consent to Data Linkage Respondent, Interview, and Interviewer Characteristics. *Social Methods Res*. 2012;41(3):414-39; Article 26 in the 2013 version of the Helsinki Declaration lists 11 specific items of information that should be communicated and which the participant should understand, as well as the catch all “any other relevant aspects of the study”.
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health-related research, then information in general terms about the character of future research projects may be sufficient for this person to express an informed preference for participation in this research. Second, and more importantly, the problem may be overridden by deeper problems for any model of informed consent. If routinization, as previously argued, is a real threat to the ability of informed consent to protect individual interests and preferences, and if routinization is in part triggered by the number of consent requests directed to a person, then we have a strong reason to limit the number of such requests. Broad and blanket consent limit the number of requests to the individual, and by incorporating these in the model of meta consent we leave it to the individual to balance the interest in specific information about research projects against trust in researchers and the interest in not being overloaded by consent requests and other related interests and preferences. Thereby the model of meta consent allows individuals to make what may – given their individual psychology and interests – be an inescapable trade-off between high levels of detailed information and a limited number of consent requests.29

With regard to b), it may be reasonable for individuals to act on their preferences in relation to frequency and specificity of consent (see above”) The basic idea”) even in the knowledge that this restricts future choices. We generally accept that people can bind their future selves in a variety of ways that may come into conflict with their later preferences and interests. It is difficult to see why secondary research use of data should be an exception. That I later come to regret a decision does not in itself show that the decision was not reasonable or right, when I first made it!

Having considered these objections we might in conclusion note that their diametrically opposed nature could indicate that meta consent is located somewhere in the region of the golden mean.
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29 The meta consent model has a number of similarities to the latest development of ‘dynamic consent’. (Kaye et al. op. cit. note 14.) Both models rely on modern IT-technology, both allow individuals to state their preferences concerning the future use of their health data and samples, and both enable these preferences to be communicated to researchers. There are also, however, important differences between the two models. The starting point for the development of the two models is different. Dynamic consent was initially developed to solve consent issues in biobanking, whereas meta consent was developed with the aim of handling the consent preferences for a whole population for all kinds of data and biological samples, new or old. It is thus an integral part of the meta consent model that it should engage with each and every citizen in their role as potential participants in ‘big data’ research, since medical research is likely to involve whole population datasets in the future. Because of the linkage possibilities it is also important that a definitive answer can be given to whether researchers can use a particular piece of data in a dataset not previously used for research. The meta consent model is designed to provide a definitive answer by letting individuals design future consent requests on the basis of predefined types of consent, data, and contexts. The proponents of dynamic consent could incorporate this ‘meta aspect’ of the meta consent model, and thereby make their model substantially identical to the meta consent model; but unless and until they do so, the two models are distinct.